From #selfdrivingboat to autonomous shipping
MAKE YOUR DATA-DRIVEN AMBITIONS COME TRUE, WHEREVER YOU ARE IN THE WORLD

BIG DATA SERVICES
- Projects & Maintenance
- Consultancy
- Traineeships
- Training

HISTORY
- 2015: It all started in 2013 with a product vision: our own social media analytics
- 2014: Xomnia switched to predicting "stuff" in tailor-made solutions and big data platform development
- 2015: Sharing knowledge and training programs became key in our partnering with the market
- 2016: Our traineeship proposition took off and Xomnia doubled in size
- 2017: We grew another 50% and expand our international reach by becoming globally visible
- 2018: Xomnia celebrates its 5 years existence and features over 75 big data professionals

WE SUPPORT
Over 110 clients in 5 countries
A random sample:

XOMNIA VENTURES (i.o)
- Shipping Technology

XOMNIA CARES
- Medical Image Recognition research
- Liliane Foundation | Sharing success
- Boating with elderly
BIG DATA ANALYTICS
MODEL

RPM LEFT POD

RPM RIGHT POD
It all started in 2017 with a project that is based on a study by Xomnia. Using artificial intelligence, their former lifeboat was transformed into a self-driving boat tool.

"Jump on Board event" event where we explained what we do and how our innovations will change the shipping sector.

**AUTONOMOUS SHIPPING**
Together we will create your own AI Butler in supported sailing. In a welcoming manner, he will support you in your daily work and take "the wheel" so that you can focus on monitoring the safety and comfort of the journey. Let’s meet your maritime assistant and confidential advisor.
PRODUCTS

- Data & Insights
- Collision Detection Static
- Collision Detection Dynamic
- Autostowage
- Semi-Autonomous
GOALS

- Safety
- Crew
- Connectivity
- Collision Avoidance
- Digitalisation
- Competitive

Existing Fleet

#selfdrivingboat
CONNECTING PROTOCOLS ON BOARD
REACH OUT

DAVID WOUDENBERG

david@xomnia.com

shippingtechnology.com
xomnia.com
#selfdrivingboat